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Abstract. ChIP-sequencing (Chromatin immunoprecipitation) is a new method
for genomewidemappingof protein binding sites onDNA.ChIP-sequencinghelps
to understand better themechanisms of transcription factors, cofactors and histone
modifications as well the regulation of gene expressions. The high degree of flow
rate of sequencing data can be retrieved through international data repositories that
is NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA). The BCL6 proto- oncogene encodes a
nuclear transcriptional repressor. BCL6 suppresses p53 in germinal center, where
the deregulation of BCL6 is located contributes to the malignant transformation
in germinal center derived B cells. Hodgkin lymphoma arises from germinal cen-
ter derived B cell. Epigenetics is the study of genetic changes in gene activity
which are generally caused by mechanisms other than DNA sequence changes.
For studying epigenomics data, bioinformatics is a successful approach in the field
of molecular biology.
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1 Introduction

Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) is followed by a great yield of DNA sequencing
(also known as ChIP-sequencing), enhances the protein target and Illumina GA 2 is
the widely used platform of sequencing of a genomic region multiple times for Chip
sequencing [1, 2]. The sequencing data can be retrieved from NCBI (SRA) accessible
through Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) (ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo) and also at times EBI
Sequence Read Archive.
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Raw data is stored on SRA and GEO, metadata about the sample can be found from
the SRA link (e.g. SRX11465132, SRX11465131) which was taken into account from
NCBI page. It contains information about the samples such as: layout (e.g. pairout),
sequencing instrument (Illumina HiSeq 4000), source name (Bone marrow:AML),
experimental strategy (e.g. RNA-seq), material source (e.g. Genomic DNA), experimen-
tal protocol as well as the identifiers of the sequencing runs generated for this sample
(that is SRR15157768 and SRR15157767) which was further used to extract data from
Short Read Archive at the NCBI and this was done by the tool of Download and Extract
Reads in FASTA/Q in the galaxy web page (www.usegalaxy.eu). Also the Gene Expres-
sion Omnibus (GEO) accession attributes number is GSM5454820 of SRR15157768
and the GEO accession attributes number of SRR15157767 is GSM5454819.

The common symptoms of Hodgkin lymphoma is swelling of lymph nodes result-
ing into formation of lump (mostly lumps usually isn’t painful) under the skin like
on the neck, in the armpit, around groin area [3]. There are few other symptoms like
night sweats, itchy skin, fever, fatigue, unintended weight loss, persistent cough, trouble
breathing, and chest pain and sometimes after consumption of alcohol pain may arise in
the lymph nodes and enlarged spleen.

B cell lymphoma6gene (BCL6) encodes a transcription factor [4]which is critical for
normal germinal center reaction B cell development and also maintains the translational
state and epigenetic which is non-restrictive for cellular proliferation and DNA damage.
[5, 6] The relatable pathways of BCL6 are B-cell receptors signalling pathways (KEGG)
and B-cell signalling pathway (sino). The protein encoded by BCL6 gene is a zinc finger
transcription factor and contains anN-terminal POZdomain. Thus, in response to antigen
receptor activation [7, 8].

2 Materials and Methods

The requirements for performing chip sequencing were:
NCBI, Galaxy European page, SRR sequences, Galaxy cistrome page, Swiss prot

model page and KEGG pathway database.
Two SRR sequences of BCL6 gene in Hodgkin lymphoma disease was taken into

account i.e. SRR15157767 and SRR15157768 from the NCBI page.
In galaxy web page, the tool Download an extract reads in FASTA/Q was used,

whose function is to extract data in FASTAQ format from the SRA. The raw reads
from sequencing are run first quality control by program FastQC (www.usegalaxy.eu)
to remove the adapt and other contaminative sequences, FastQC intends to make quality
control checks on raw sequence data from high-throughput sequencing pipelines as
simple as possible [9].

The reference genome ismapped using short readmapping program such asBowtie2,
which is a tool for aligning sequencing reads to large reference sequences which is both
rapid and memory-efficient. [10] It specializes in aligning reads which ranges from 50
to 100s or 1,000s of characters to genomes that are long (e.g. mammalian). Bowtie 2
includes gapped, local, and paired-end alignment solutions. [11] This tool constructs a
summary alignment from a SAM or Bam file; [12] it takes a SAM or BAM file as input
and gives metrics that detail the read alignment quality as well as the proportion of reads
that passed machine signal to threshold quality filters [13].

http://www.usegalaxy.eu
http://www.usegalaxy.eu
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Fig. 1. ChIP-seq pipeline of Hodgkin lymphoma

Then the step to remove potential PCR duplicates and to retain the highest mapping
quality is called as “RmDup”. [14] Only the read pair is kept with the highest mapping
quality and also if multiple read pairs have identical external coordinates. This command
only works in paired-end mode with FR alignment and requires size to be correctly set.
[15, 16] Then again collect alignment metrics step was done again; so as to produce
metrics detailing of the quality read alignments [17].

Collect Alignment Summary Metrics is followed by callpeak function which is the
vital part of MACS2 package. MACS helps identifies enriched binding sites in ChIP seq,
it captures the influence of genome complexity to evaluate the significance of enriched
ChIP regions and improves spatial resolution of binding sites through combining the
information of both sequencing tag position and orientation [18]. MACS can be used for
ChIP seq data (treatment) alone or with a control sample with the increase of specificity.
A treatment file is the only required parameter for MACS. The file can be BAM or BED
format and this tool will auto detect the format using the first treatment file provided as
input. MACS can pool files together that are control file [19].

Sort tool arranges the dataset in any number of columns in either ascending or
descending order. In filter tool, the data is restricted using simple conditional statements;
for example only the first column of a tab-delimited file is taken when the filtering
condition of the logical operators used was ‘c1! = #’.

Then the text manipulation tool was clicked and under that option the select first
tool gives output of a specified number of lines from the beginning of a dataset and thus
only the first 100 lines were taken into account which was renamed as ‘Top 100 CTCF
peaks’.

The UCSC Main table browser is the tool used, also provides content access to the
Genomic Browser Database’s vast collection of genome assemblies and annotation data.
(http://genome.ucsc.edu) [20, 21] (Fig. 1).

http://genome.ucsc.edu
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Bedtools allows to intersect, merge, count, complement, and shuffle genomic inter-
vals from multiple files in widely used genomic file formats i.e. when columns are
specified (for e.g. c14); and which selects out the specified columns from the dataset
(Bjoern A. Gruening (2014), Galaxy wrapper) [22] The SeqPos tool will find motifs
enriched in a set of regions. SeqPos uses the distances from the motif positions to the
peak summits as to find the most enriched motifs near peak summits [23].

In Swiss Prot, genes were selected from the motif analysis and processed to obtain
models using with ramachandran plot. [24–26] KEGG is the short form for Kyoto Ency-
clopedia of Genes and Genomes. KEGG is the source of database for understanding high
level functions of biological system (https://www.genome.jp/kegg/module.html) KEGG
PATHWAY is a set of hand-drawn pathway diagrams that represent our knowledge of
molecular interaction, response, and link networks for:

1. Metabolism
2. Processing of Genetic Input
3. Processing of Environmental Information
4. Cellular Functions
5. Organismal Systems
6. Human Diseases
7. Drug Research and Development

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 FASTQC Quality Report of SRR15157767 and SRR15157768

TheGC%of sequences SRR15157767 and SRR15157768 is 49. The sequence length of
bothSRRsequences is about 35–151.Therewere 0 sequences thatwereflagged as of poor
quality in both the sequences SRR15157767 and SRR15157768. The encoding measure
was by using Sanger/Illumina 1.9. Total sequences that were found was 52938296 in
SRR15157768 and in sequence SRR15157767 was 59763960 (Figs. 2 and 3).

Fig. 2. SRR15157767 of Fast QC report Fig. 3. SRR15157768 of Fast QC reports

https://www.genome.jp/kegg/module.html
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Fig. 4. Bowtie 2 result of sequence
SRR15157767

Fig. 5. Bowtie 2 result of sequence
SRR15157768

BOWTIE 2: For aligning sequences to long reference sequences
We used data from a ChIPseq experiment performed on the BCL6 gene (SRA acces-

sion numbers SRR15157767 and SRR15157768).The readings aremapped to the human
genomeofHodgkin disease,mapping statics are obtained, and duplicated reads produced
by PCR mistakes are removed. In SRR15157768, The Dbkey was taken from hg19 and
the reference genome is hg19, with bam format and the single parameter library and
the dataset peek is binary bam alignment file. This dataset is stored in a Galaxy object
store named University of Freiburg Isilon storage (id = files 10). In SRR15157767, the
Dbkey and reference genome is hg19, is bam format and the value is single as of input
parameter library. The dataset is stored in a Galaxy object store named University of
Freiburg Isilon storage (id= files 10), also the dataset peek is binary bam alignment file
(Figs. 4 and 5).

3.2 Collect Alignment Summary Metrics

This Galaxy application uses Picard to report high-level alignment measures based on a
SAMorBAMfile provided. The following columns appeared in the tool’s output (Figs. 6
and 7).

The following are the results obtained for SRR15157767 and SRR15157768:-

3.3 After RmDup

The PCR duplicates were removed byRmDup, andwere done on SRA accession number
of BCL6 gene of Hodgkin lymphoma:-Post RmDup (Figs. 8 and 9).

3.4 Peak Analysis Obtained in Macs2callpeak of Sequences SRR15157767
and SRR15157768

MACS produces four files: peaks: bed, peaks: interval, negative peaks, and an HTML
report. It also contains links that will let us download the other files in Galaxy history
as well as additional files that gives information about the model (Figs. 10 and 11).
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Fig. 6. SRR15157767 sequence obtained in
alignment metrics

Fig. 7. SRR15157768 sequence of alignment
metrics

Fig. 8. The alignment summary result of
Sequence SRR15157767

Fig. 9. The alignment summary result of
sequence SRR15157768

Fig. 10. Peak result of two sequences
SRR15157767 and SRR15157768

Fig. 11. Cross correlation of two sequences
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Fig. 12. DNA binding domain and log
information of motif

Fig. 13. ACGT analysis

Fig. 14. Motif analysis

After aligning de-duplicated reads to the genome, peak caller can be used to find
regions of the genomewith an enrichment of reads, or peaks. Peak callers tend to generate
two types of files, discrete and continuous. Discrete files tend to be in BED format while
continuous files tend to be in WIG or BigWIG format.

3.5 Motif Analysis Obtained in Galaxy Cistrome Browser

There are numerous distinct motif identification applications accessible both in Galaxy
and at the task line. We use the Cistrome consortium’s SeqPos motif analysis tool to find
recognised motifs in the data (Figs. 12, 13, 14 and 15).

After motif model, genes were selected from hodgkin lymphoma genome, followed
by making of swiss prot model along with ramachandran plot:-

This step is carried out by SWISS-MODEL by using Open Structure computation
structural biology system and the ProMod3modelling engine. Colors were adjusted after
the plot was created, and the plot is a visualisation produced by Swiss-PDB viewer. In
the plot, the dihedral angles of amino acid residues appear as crosses. The desired and
allowed regions are depicted by blue and red, accordingly [27, 28].
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Fig. 15. Table of Swiss prot model taken into account with gene names

Fig. 16. Swiss model and ramachandran plot of Gene B9 Domain Containing 1

3.6 Following are the Results Obtained in: SWISS PROT Model
and Ramachandran Plot of ENST00000671102 (GENE B9 Domain
Containing 1):

The Molprobity score is 2.83. The ramachandran favoured is of percentage - 83.87%.
The ramachandran outliers are 6.45% (A113GLY, A69PRO, A97ASN, A112PRO). The
C-Beta deviations is 4(A111SER, A79PRO), A103TYR, A74PHE) (Fig. 16).

• THE SWISS PROT MODEL AND RAMACHAN-
DRAN PLOT OF ENST00000360909 (GENE Dishevelled associated activator
of morphogenesis):-

TheMolprobity score is 1.66.The ramachandran favoured is of percentage –93.63%.The
ramachandran outliers are 1.84% (B103 PRO, B391 PRO, A391 PRO, B417 ASP, B235
GLY, A113 MET, A269 GLY, B118 SER, B121 ALA, A426 PRO, B269 GLY, A417
ASP, A127 GLU) The C-Beta deviations is 5(B116 ARG, A411 GLN, A156 ASP, B180
SER, A313 ILE) (Fig. 17).
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Fig. 17. Swiss model and ramachandran plot of Gene Dishevelled associated activator of
morphogenesis

Fig. 18. Swiss model and ramachandran plot of Solute carrier family 22 member 2

• THE SWISS MODEL AND RAMACHANDRAN PLOT OBTAINED OF
ENST00000366953 (GENE Solute carrier family 22 member 2):

TheMolprobity score is 2.34.The ramachandran favoured is of percentage –90.65%.The
ramachandran outliers are 3.38% (B284 PRO, B235 ARG, B342 PRO, B146 SER, B433
ILE, B296 ASN, B321 LEU, B341 THR, B198 PRO, B425 PRO, B515 PRO, B343
GLN, B492 TRP) The C-Beta deviations is 18(B436 SER, B146 SER, B378 LEU, B166
SER, B276 PHE, B223 ILE, B488 LEU, B363 GLN, B503 LEU, B491 ILE, B327
THR, B341 THR, B453 VAL, B136 VAL, B506 VAL, B492 TRP, B387 GLU, B288
ARG) (Fig. 18).

• THE SWISSMODEL AND RAMACHANDRAN PLOTOF ENST00000409720
(GENE Non homologous end joining factor 1 isoform 1):

TheMolprobity score is 1.91. The ramachandran favoured is of percentage – 90.57%.
The ramachandran outliers are 1.68% (I293 LYS, I208 LYS, I280 PRO, I281 LEU, I244
ALA) The C-Beta deviations is 3(I17 GLN, I18 LEU, I155 THR) (Fig. 19).

• THE SWISS PROT AND RAMACHANDRAN PLOT OF ENST00000615008
(GENE Transmembrane 230):
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Fig. 19. Swiss model and ramachandran plot of Non homologous end joining factor 1 isoform 1

Fig. 20. Swiss model and ramachandran plot of Gene Transmembrane 230

Fig. 21. Table of pathway obtained from selected five genes

TheMolprobity score is 2.22. The ramachandran favoured is of percentage – 81.58%.
The ramachandran outliers are 7.89% (I A139 LEU, A118 ILE, A102 PRO) The C-Beta
deviations is 0 (Fig. 20).

I. KEGG pathway analysis:-
The KEGG pathway map is a cellular interaction/reaction network diagram stated

in terms of the KEGGOrthology (KO) groups, which enables experimental results from
one organism to be generalised to other organisms utilizing genomic data [28, 29]. The
pathways of the genes overlapping with peaks were identified from KEGG pathway
(Fig. 21):-
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Fig. 22. MAPK signalling pathway diagram

Fig. 23. WNT signaling pathway

(a) PATHWAY 1- XM_006721558.3 (B9 Domain containing 1)
Themitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway is a highly conservedmechanism
that plays an important role in cellular proliferation, development, andmotility.However,
each MAPKK can be activated by a significant number of MAPKKKs, increasing the
complexity of MAPK signaling (Fig. 22).

(b) PATHWAY 2- XM_005262368.4 (Dishevelled associated activator of Morpho-
genesis 1):-
WNT proteins are secreted morphogens that are required for basic developmental pro-
cesses in a range of species and organs, involving cell fate determination, progenitor
proliferation and differentiation, and asymmetric cell division control (Fig. 23).

(c) PATHWAY 3- NM_003058.4 (Solute Carrier Family 22 Member 2):
Oncogenesis and tumour growth are associated to abnormal choline metabolism that is
emerging as a metabolic characteristic. Phosphocholine (PCho), diacylglycerol (DAG),
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Fig. 24. Choline metabolism in cancer

Fig. 25. Non homologous end joining pathway

and phosphatidic acid constitute choline phospholipid metabolism products which may
work as signalling molecules (Fig. 24).

(d) PATHWAY 4- NM_001330987.2 (Non homologous end joining pathway):
By direct ligation, nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) eliminates DNA double-strand
breaks (DSBs). NHEJ is error-prone since it repairs DSBs at all stages of the cell cycle,
leading in the ligation of twoDNADSBswithout the requirement for sequence homology
(Fig. 25).

(e) PATHWAY 5- NM_024782.3 (Mismatch repair):
DNA mismatches that arise during DNA replication, preventing mutations in dividing
cells from becoming permanent. MMR slows homologous recombination and it has
recently been connected to DNA damage signalling (Fig. 26).
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Fig. 26. Mismatch repair pathway

4 Conclusion

Hodgkin lymphoma is the disease that was taken to wade through the process of ChIP-
seq. The BCL6 gene is the major regulator of GCB cell development and the function
is through the recruitment of corepressor complexes that catalyzes broad epigenetic
changes. To understand genetic regulatory system, in living beings thus identification
of short repeating patterns is done by motif analysis. ChIP-seq analysis was made using
the Galaxy platform.
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/),
which permits any noncommercial use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any
medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source,
provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s Creative
Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not
included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by
statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from
the copyright holder.
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